The dining philosophers problem, or simply dining, is a fundamental distributed resource allocation problem. In large scale and longlived systems, the likelihood of some process failing at some point is high, thus sparking interest in fault-tolerant versions of dining. We propose two algorithms for solving stabilizing dining with failure locality 1 in asynchronous shared-memory systems with regular registers. Since this problem cannot be solved in pure asynchrony, we augment the sharedmemory system with failure detectors. Specifically, we introduce the local anonymous eventually perfect failure detector ?3P 1 (a variant of the anonymous perfect failure detector introduced in [1]), and show that this failure detector is sufficient to solve the problem at hand. 5 Notice that we did not include the Hygienic approach into our stabilizing failurelocality-1 dining agenda. The Hygienic-based crash fault-tolerant dining algorithms that we are aware of (e.g., [19] ) use unbounded memory which is problematic for stabilizing algorithms. 6 The specification of 3P states that, eventually, (1) every crashed process is suspected by every correct process, and (2) no correct process is suspected by any correct process.
Introduction
The dining philosophers problem [2, 3] , or simply dining, is a fundamental distributed resource allocation problem, in which each process repeatedly needs simultaneous exclusive access to a set of shared resources in order to enter a special part of its code, called the critical section. The sharing pattern is described by an arbitrary "conflict" graph, each edge of which corresponds to a resource shared by the two processes corresponding to the endpoints of the edge.
In large scale and long-lived systems, the likelihood of some process failing at some point is high, thus sparking interest in crash fault-tolerant dining. The ideal case would be for the algorithm to isolate each crashed process such that it does not impact any other correct processes in the system. If the ideal case cannot be achieved, restricting the impact of the crash failure to a local neighborhood would still be desirable. Failure locality [4, 5] is a metric that realizes this concept;
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it is the maximum distance in the conflict graph between a crashed process and any other process that is blocked from entering its critical section. 3 In addition to crash failures, we take into account the presence of transient failures. Transient failures correspond to unexpected corruptions to the system state; the system can be in an arbitrary state after a transient failure occurs. Algorithms tolerant of transient failures are also known as stabilizing algorithms.
In this paper, we consider stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining where we require that (1) eventually, no two neighbors in the conflict graph enter their corresponding critical sections simultaneously, and (2) each correct process that is trying to enter its critical section eventually does so if it is at least two hops away from any other crashed process in the conflict graph. In designing distributed algorithms, achieving transient and crash fault tolerance together is more difficult than achieving either one of them separately, as for instance, recovery from a transient failure might be disrupted by a later crash failure.
We consider a shared-memory system where processes communicate through read/write operations on shared regular registers. Regularity states that each read operation returns the value of some overlapping write operation or of the latest preceding write operation.
Choy and Singh [5] showed that any asynchronous algorithm that solves dining must have failure locality at least 2. 4 This implies that failure-locality-1 dining cannot be solved in pure asynchrony. To circumvent this lower bound, we augment the shared-memory system with failure detectors [8] , system services that provide information about process crashes that need not always be correct. Specifically, we introduce the local anonymous eventually perfect failure detector ?3P 1 (a variant of the anonymous perfect failure detector introduced in [1] ), and show that this failure detector is sufficient to solve the problem at hand.
We propose two algorithms for solving stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining in asynchronous shared-memory systems with regular registers. The first algorithm is inspired by the Hierarchical Resource Allocation algorithm [9] and the second algorithm is inspired by the Asynchronous Doorway algorithm [4] . Both algorithms utilize stabilizing mutual exclusion subroutines which can be implemented using regular registers (e.g., Dijkstra's stabilizing token circulation algorithm using regular registers [10] ). By presenting two algorithms, we observe that there exists multiple methods to solve stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining. This follows the case of solving the original dining philosophers problem: the Hierarchical Resource Allocation, Asynchronous Doorway, and Hygienic algorithm presented 3 Failure locality is similar to the concept of fault containment in [6, 7] in the sense that both restrict the impact of a failure to a local neighborhood. However, failure locality considers localizing the impact of a permanent crash failure which might block some correct processes from making progress while fault containment considers localizing the impact of a transient failure under the expectation that all processes will eventually recover from the transient failure. 4 Although the failure-locality-2 lower bound in [5] is proved for asynchronous messagepassing systems, it also applies to asynchronous shared-memory systems.
in [3] , [4] , and [11] , respectively, constitute the three major methodologies in solving the original dining philosophers problem. 5 Our Contribution. We present the problem specification for stabilizing failurelocality-1 dining. To the best of our knowledge, this specification is the first to consider both failure locality 1 and stabilization. We present the first two stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining algorithms in asynchronous shared-memory systems using failure detectors along with regular registers. The proposed algorithms are modular in the sense that they utilize stabilizing mutual exclusion subroutines.
Background and Related Work
After the early non-fault-tolerant dining algorithms [2, 3, 11] were introduced, there has been a significant body of work which considers fault-tolerant dining.
Stabilizing dining algorithms are presented in [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . These algorithms all consider read/write atomicity and are not crash fault-tolerant. We assume the use of regular registers, which are weaker than atomic registers. In addition, our dining algorithms are crash fault-tolerant.
As mentioned in Section 1, any asynchronous dining algorithm must have failure locality at least 2 [5] . There are several existing algorithms that solve dining with failure locality 2, showing that failure locality 2 is a tight bound [5, 17] . To circumvent this lower bound, [18] has considered dining along with using the eventually perfect failure detector (3P) 6 [8] to achieve failure locality 1.
In [19, 20] , 3P is used to solve a variant of dining in which the safety (exclusion) property only holds eventually, that is, any two neighboring processes may enter their critical sections simultaneously for an arbitrary, but finite, period of time; however, there exists a time after which no two neighboring processes enter their critical sections simultaneously. It is shown in [21] that 3P is necessary to solve this variant of dining.
Dining algorithms that consider both crash fault tolerance and stabilization are presented in [22] [23] [24] . The dining algorithms in [22, 23] achieve failure locality 2. A wait-free (failure-locality-0) dining algorithm is presented in [24] which utilizes 3P. We fill in the gap between wait-freedom and failure-locality-2 by presenting two failure-locality-1 stabilizing dining algorithms.
In this paper, we introduce the local anonymous eventually perfect failure detector ?3P 1 and show that ?3P 1 is sufficient to solve stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining. Roughly, ?3P 1 returns a boolean value and has the following property: eventually, ?3P 1 at process i returns true if and only if i has a crashed neighbor. The ?3P 1 failure detector can be implemented using 3P in asynchronous systems. This means that ?3P 1 is at most as powerful as 3P.
The correctness of our stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining algorithms relies on the information provided by the underlying failure detector. Since we consider systems prone to transient failures, the failure detector that we utilize must be stabilizing as well. Here, we list previous work on stabilizing failure-detector implementations. A stabilizing version of 3P is implemented in [25, 26] considering a message-passing system in which at most one process can crash. Multiple crash failures are considered in [27, 28] . Both [27] and [28] assume a message-passing system and the existence of a bound on relative message delays in implementing the stabilizing 3P 1 failure detector 7 ; however, in [27] , each process utilizes its local clock to send heartbeat messages while the implementation in [28] eliminates the use of local clocks.
There are several implementations of stabilizing failure detectors other than 3P. Stabilizing implementations of the Ω failure detector 8 are presented in [29] and [30] considering the message-passing model and the shared-memory model, respectively. A stabilizing implementation of the Ω? failure detector, which is a variant of Ω that eventually detects whether or not there exists a leader, is presented in [31] considering the population-protocol model.
System Model and Problem Definition
We consider a system that contains a set Π of n (dining) processes, where each process is a state machine. Each process has a unique incorruptible ID and is known to all the processes in the system. For convenience, we assume that the IDs form the set {0, . . . , n − 1}; we refer to a process and its ID interchangeably. There is an undirected graph G with vertex set Π, called the (dining) conflict graph. If {i, j} is an edge of G, then we say that i and j are neighbors.
The state of a process i is modeled with a set of local variables, which we now discuss.
Each process i has a local variable diningState i through which it communicates with the user of the dining philosophers algorithm. The user sets diningState i to "hungry" to indicate that it needs exclusive access to the set of resources for i. Sometime later, the process should set diningState i to "eating", which is observed by the user. While diningState i is "eating", the user accesses its critical section. When the user is through eating, it sets diningState i to "exiting" to tell i that it can do some cleaning up, after which i should set diningState i to "thinking". This sequence of updates to diningState i can then repeat cyclically.
Process i has another local variable ?3P 1 i through which it communicates with the failure detector ?3P 1 (the "local anonymous eventually perfect failure detector"). This variable is set to true or false at appropriate times by the failure detector module and is read (but never set) by process i. The behavior of the failure detector is that after some time, ?3P 1 i is always false if i has no crashed neighbors and is always true if i has at least one crashed neighbor.
The processes have access to a set of shared single-writer single-reader registers that satisfy the consistency condition of regularity, through which they can communicate. Reads and writes on such registers are not instantaneous. Each operation is invoked at some time and provides a response later. Regularity means that each read returns the value of some overlapping write or of the latest preceding write. If there is no preceding write, then any value can be returned. When a process invokes an operation on a shared register, it blocks until receiving the response.
Certain subsets of processes synchronize among themselves using mutual exclusion modules (i.e., subroutines). For any mutual exclusion module X, the participants in X are all neighbors of each other in the dining conflict graph. For each mutual exclusion module X in which it participates, (dining) process i has a local variable X.mutex i . The mutual exclusion module X and process i communicate via X.mutex i in somewhat the opposite way that diningState i is used to communicate between i and the dining user (since i is the user of the mutual exclusion module). Process i, at an appropriate time, sets X.mutex i to "trying" when it needs access to the corresponding critical section. Subsequently, the mutual exclusion module should set X.mutex i to "critical". When i no longer needs the critical section for this mutual exclusion module, X.mutex i is set to "exiting", and at some later point the mutual exclusion module X should set the variable to "remainder". This sequence of updates to X.mutex i can then repeat cyclically. Note that such stabilizing mutual exclusion algorithms exist considering asynchronous shared-memory systems with regular registers (e.g. a variation of Dijkstra's stabilizing token circulation algorithm using regular registers in [10] ). This implies that, by assuming that processes have access to mutual exclusion modules, we are not assuming anything more than asynchronous shared-memory systems with regular registers.
Process i can also have other local variables. However, other than the sharing of diningState i , mutex i , and ?3P 1 i variables just described, the local variables of i are private to the process.
We now proceed in more detail. We have the following kinds of steps, which are assumed to occur instantaneously:
a process crash: crash i for each i ∈ Π an update to the failure detector variable at a process: ?3P 1 i is set to true or false, i ∈ Π an update to the diningState variable of a process by the dining user: diningState i is set to "hungry" or "exiting" for each i ∈ Π an update to a mutex variable of a process by the corresponding mutual exclusion module: X.mutex i is set to "critical" or "remainder" by X for each i ∈ Π process i ∈ Π executes some code A step that is the execution of some code by process i must be in one of the following formats:
1. changes to local variables only 2. changes to local variables followed by one invocation (read or write(v)) of an operation on a shared register 3. one response for an operation (return(v) or ack) on a shared register followed by changes to local variables In the first case, the code is executed only if a certain predicate on i's state, called a guard, is true. The guard, together with the code, is called a guarded command. In the second case, the code is also executed only if a guard is true. Shortly (in the definition of an execution) we will require that the next step by i after a step of case 2 must be a step of case 3. That is, these two consecutive steps must consist of the invocation and response of a single shared register operation together with (optionally) some changes to local variables. In our pseudocode, we represent these two steps as a single guarded command, but when this guarded command is executed, it takes two steps, since operations on shared registers are not instantaneous.
A (dining) system state is a vector of process states, one per process. Note that a system state does not record anything about the internals of the dining user or the mutual exclusion modules (other than what is indicated by the local mutex variables of the diner) or anything about the values of the shared registers.
An execution consists of an alternating sequence σ of system states and steps, beginning with an (arbitrary) system state that satisfies the following conditions:
-There is at most one crash step per process, and if p i crashes, then there are no later steps by p i , i ∈ Π. If a crash occurs for i, then i is said to be faulty, otherwise it is correct. -For each diner i ∈ Π, code steps by i that invoke a shared register operation or contain a response to a shared register operation come in pairs (invoking step first, responding step second), and the only other step by i that can come in between is a crash. (Note that each operation response must be preceded by an invocation for that operation.) 9 -Invocations and responses on each shared register R satisfy regularity: After extracting all the invocations and responses for R from all the code steps, the values returned by the reads must satisfy regularity as defined above. -Unless process i ∈ Π has crashed, every invocation of a shared register operation by process i has a response.
-The failure detector steps, which update the ?3P 1 local variables, satisfy the specification of ?3P 1 given above. -The dining user steps "preserve dining well-formedness" (from the user's perspective), i.e., for each i ∈ Π, after some point, diningState i is set to "hungry" only if its current value is "thinking", and diningState i is set to "exiting" only if its current value is "eating". -For each correct i ∈ Π, diningState i is not forever eating.
-Each mutual exclusion module X is correct. I.e., there is a suffix σ of σ in which the following are true:
• The steps by X "preserve mutex well-formedness" (from the implementor's perspective), i.e., for each i ∈ Π, X.mutex i is set to "critical" only if its current value is "trying", and X.mutex i is set to "remainder" only if its current value is "exiting". • If all the processes participating in X are correct, then, X.mutex i is not forever "exiting" for each process i that is participating in X. • Suppose that in some suffix σ of σ all processes i that participate in X "preserve mutex well-formedness" (from the user's perspective), i.e., X.mutex i is set to "trying" only if its current value is "remainder", and X.mutex i is set to "exiting" only if its current value is "critical". Then the following are true in some suffix of σ : * If i and j are both correct and both participate in X, then X.mutex i and X.mutex j are not both equal to "critical" in any system state. * If all the processes participating in X are correct and no process participating in X is critical forever, then any process that is trying in X eventually is critical. -Each correct i ∈ Π is given infinitely many opportunities to take steps. (See discussion below concerning pseudocode for more details.)
Correctness condition:
Our task is to design a distributed algorithm for the (dining) processes in Π such that every execution has a suffix in which the following four properties hold: -Well-formedness: Each i ∈ Π "preserves dining well-formedness" (from the implementor's perspective), i.e., for all i ∈ Π, diningState i is set to "eating" only if the current value is "hungry", and diningState i is set to "thinking" only if the current value is "exiting". -Finite Exiting: For each correct i ∈ Π, diningState i is not forever "exiting"
(with respect to dining). -Exclusion: If i and j are both correct and are neighbors, then diningState i and diningState j are not both equal to "eating" in any system state. -FL-1 Liveness: If i ∈ Π is correct and all its neighbors are correct, then if diningState i is "hungry" in some state, there is a later system state in which diningState i is "eating". We say that an algorithm implements stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining if every execution of the algorithm has a suffix in which the above correctness condition is satisfied. We use the term "stabilizing" in the following sense: Consider each execution α of any distributed algorithm that satisfies the above correctness condition. There can be a prefix of α in which some of the above four properties are violated (this is because α begins with an arbitrary state). However, it is guaranteed that the four properties are eventually and forever satisfied in α. That is, the system stabilizes to a state s in α such that the execution starting at state s satisfies the four properties.
Here is an explanation for how our pseudocode maps to this model of executions. Pseudocode is presented as a set of guarded commands. If a guard is continuously true, then eventually the corresponding command is executed. Each command includes at most one shared register operation. If a command includes a shared register operation, then this is actually two (instantaneous) steps: the first step ends with the invocation of the operation, and the second step begins with the response of the operation. If a command does not include a shared register operation, then it corresponds to a single step.
HRA-Based Stabilizing Dining
In this section, we use multiple mutual exclusion modules described in Section 3 to construct a stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining algorithm. The algorithm is inspired by the hierarchical resource allocation (HRA) algorithm from [9] .
Algorithm Description
Let G = (Π, E) be the conflict graph. Let R be the set of maximal cliques in G.
We assume a total order on the cliques such that R x is ordered before R y iff x < y. For each clique R x , let Π x denote the set of processes (diners) in R x . Each clique R x ∈ R represents a subset of resources to be accessed in isolation by diners in Π x . Consequently, for each clique R x , we associate a stabilizing mutual exclusion module M x , and the participants in M x constitute the set Π x .
For each diner i, let C i denote the set of all cliques R x such that i ∈ Π x ; that is, diner i contends for exclusive access to all the resources associated with cliques in C i .
Variables. Each diner has access to the private variables M x .mutex i , for each R x ∈ C i . Note that the user of the dining service at each process is responsible for transitioning from thinking to hungry and from eating to exiting.
Three functions. For each diner i, for each R x ∈ C i , we introduce three actions denoted D.1-D.3. Before describing the actions, we introduce three functions csP ref ix, currentM utex, and badSuf f ix which are functions of a process's state and are used in specifying the guards for the three actions.
Sequence C i . Let C i denote the sequence over all the cliques from C i such that a clique R x precedes a clique R y in C i iff x < y. 
if Mx.mutexi = critical then 7:
Mx.mutexi ← exiting; 8: if ¬?3P 1 i then 9:
diningStatei ← thinking;
Mx.mutexi ← trying;
An informal motivation for the foregoing functions follows. Broadly speaking, upon becoming hungry, each diner i starts trying in M c = currentM utex(C i ), and when i enters the critical section of M c , M c becomes a part of csP ref ix(C i ). Subsequently, i starts trying in M c = currentM utex(C i ) which follows M c in C i , and so on, until i is in the critical section of all mutual exclusion modules in C i . In the absence of faults, while a diner i is hungry, i is in the critical section of all the mutual exclusion modules in csP ref ix(C i ) and in the remainder or exiting section of all the mutual exclusion modules in the "suffix", where the "suffix" denotes the sequence of mutual exclusion modules following currentM utex(C i ) in C i . However, due to a transient fault, it is possible for a diner i to be in a state in which i is either trying or in the critical section of some mutual exclusion in the "suffix"; when this occurs, we say that the "suffix" is "bad". This is captured by the predicate badSuf f ix(C i ).
Actions. The pseudocode of the actions is given in Algorithm 1.
Action D.1 is enabled when any of the following conditions is true for a diner (say) i: (1) i is either thinking or exiting, or (2) badSuf f ix(C i ) is T , or (3) i is not eating and the failure detector output ?3P 1 i is T . When Action D.1 is executed, it sets each mutex variable that is critical to exiting, and if ?3P 1 i is F , it sets diningState i to thinking. That is, diner i is not in the critical section of any of its associated mutual exclusion modules. Action D.2 is enabled when the diner i is hungry, i is not in the critical section of at least one of its associated mutual exclusion modules (csP ref ix
Action D.3 is enabled when the diner i is hungry, and i is in the critical section of all the associated mutual exclusion modules (csP ref ix(C i ) = C i ). When Action D.3 is executed, diner i starts eating.
Proof Outline
An outline of the proof is presented here. The complete proof is in Appendix A.
We first identify three stable predicates (predicates that eventually become true and remain true thereafter in any execution) that assist in proving the Exclusion and FL-1 Liveness properties (Lemmas 1-8). The three stable predicates are: for each correct process i, (3) if i is thinking, then every M x module at i is either in its remainder section or is exiting.
In order to utilize the properties of the mutual exclusion modules, we need to show that mutex well-formedness is preserved from the user's perspective. This is shown in Lemma 9, which is straightforward from the pseudocode. It is also straightforward from the pseudocode that Algorithm 1 satisfies the Wellformedness property and the Finite Exiting property (Lemmas 10 and 11).
The Exclusion property (Lemma 12) follows from the properties of the mutual exclusion modules: If a correct process i is eating, then i is in the critical section of all the associated mutual exclusion modules, therefore, for each of i's neighbors j, there exists at least one mutual exclusion module in which j is not in the critical section, and so j is not eating.
FL-1 Liveness (Lemma 13) is shown in the following way: Consider each correct process i that only has correct neighbors. For each of i's neighbors j such that 3P 1 j is T in some infinite suffix of an arbitrary execution, j will stop trying in each of the mutual exclusion modules, and therefore, i will be in the critical section of each of the mutual exclusion modules it shares with such neighbors. The total order of mutual exclusion modules ensures that eventually, i is in the critical section of all the mutual exclusion modules it shares with all other neighbors. Thus, eventually, i is in the critical section of all its associated mutual exclusion modules, and therefore, i eventually eats.
ADW-Based Stabilizing Dining
In this section, we present a stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining algorithm that is inspired by the asynchronous doorway (ADW) algorithm [4] . In the original ADW algorithm, each process shares a single token called a fork with each of its neighbors. For a hungry process i to eat, it must first enter the doorway by obtaining permission from all of its neighbors through a ping-ack protocol. Only after process i enters the doorway, it requests for the missing forks. Also, while i is inside the doorway, i does not give its neighbors permissions to enter the doorway. The hungry process i can start to eat if it is both inside the doorway and possesses all forks shared between itself and its neighbors. After eating, i satisfies all deferred requests and exits the doorway. In our algorithm, we simulate both the ping-ack and fork activities using multiple mutual exclusion modules.
Our algorithm also uses the concept of skepticism [18] to satisfy the FL-1 Liveness condition: a process i becomes "skeptical" if and only if ?3P 1 i is true and, as long as i is skeptical, i satisfies all requests from its neighbors by going or remaining outside the doorway.
Algorithm Description
Let N i be the neighbor set of process i. For each pair of neighboring processes i and j, we use two mutual exclusion modules to simulate the ping-ack activity in entering the doorway; i and j are the only processes that participate in these two modules. The mutual exclusion module that simulates the activities of i sending a ping and j ∈ N i replying with an ack is denoted as Doorway (i,j) (note that the superscript is an ordered pair). Doorway (i,j) .mutex i = critical indicates that process i obtained permission to enter the doorway from process j.
We also use mutual exclusion modules to simulate fork activities. For each pair of neighboring processes i and j, the mutual exclusion module that is being used to simulate a unique fork shared by i and j is denoted as F ork {i,j} (note that the superscript is an unordered pair). F ork {i,j} .mutex i = critical indicates that the fork shared between i and j is at process i.
Variables. Each process i has a local variable indoors i ∈ {T, F }. Each pair of neighboring processes i and j share two single-writer-single-reader (SWSR) regular registers Req (i,j) and Req (j,i) where the domain of each register is {T, F }; the first and second element of the ordered pair on the superscript indicates the single writer and the single reader, respectively. For each pair of neighboring processes i and j, process i writes T to Req (i,j) to tell process j that it needs the fork. For each process j ∈ N i , process i has a local variable localReq (j,i) i ∈ {T, F } that stores the most recent value that is read from register Req (j,i) .
Actions. The pseudocode of the actions is given in Algorithm 2.
For each correct process i, Action D.1 is always enabled. When Action D.1 is executed with respect to j ∈ N i , i checks if j is requesting the fork by performing a read operation on Req (j,i) . If i reads T from Req (j,i) , and if i is outside the doorway, or inside the doorway but has lower id than j, then i releases the fork by setting F ork {i.j} .mutex i to exiting. Action D.2 is enabled when i's dining state is either thinking or exiting. By executing Action D.2, i exits the doorway (indoors i = F ) and releases unnecessary resources that i was holding (by setting both F ork {i.j} .mutex i and Doorway (j,i) .mutex i to exiting), and changes its dining state to thinking. Action D.3 is enabled when i is outside the if ∀j ∈ Ni : Doorway (i,j) .mutexi = critical then 32:
indoorsi ← T ; 33:
for all r ∈ Ni do 34:
Doorway (i,r) .mutexi ← exiting; 35:
else 36:
for all j ∈ Ni do 37:
if Doorway (i,j) .mutexi = remainder then 38:
Doorway (i,j) .mutexi ← trying; doorway and when this action is executed with respect to j ∈ N i , i informs j that it does not need the fork by setting Req (i,j) to F . Action D.4 is enabled when i is hungry and outside the doorway. Upon executing Action D.4, process i first releases unnecessary resources (by setting both F ork {i.j} .mutex i and Doorway (j,i) .mutex i to exiting) and then if i obtained permission to enter the doorway from all of its neighbors (∀j ∈ N i : Doorway (i,j) .mutex i = critical), then it enters the doorway by setting indoors i to T and immediately sets Doorway (i,j) .mutex i to exiting for all j ∈ N i . If i has not yet obtained permission to enter the doorway from j ∈ N i (Doorway (i,j) .mutex i = critical), then i asks for the permission by setting Doorway (i,j) .mutex i to trying. Note that we enforce the concept of skepticism by allowing process i to enter the doorway only when i is not skeptical.
Action D.5 is enabled when i is hungry and inside the doorway. When Action D.5 is executed with respect to j ∈ N i , if i does not have the fork shared between i and j, i requests for the fork by setting F ork {i,j} .mutex i to trying and by informing j that it needs the fork (by writing T to Req (i,j) ). Process i also tries to enter the critical section with respect to module Doorway (j,i) . If i satisfies Doorway (j,i) .mutex i = critical, then j cannot enter its doorway; this prevents j from eating an infinite number of times while i is continuously hungry.
Action D.6 is enabled when i is hungry, inside the doorway, and possesses all forks shared between itself and all its neighbors. Process i simply starts to eat when this action is executed.
Finally, Action D.7 implements the concept of skepticism: if process i is not eating and ?3P 1 i suspects that there is a crashed neighbor (?3P 1 i = T ), then i goes outside the doorway.
Proof Outline
Here, we provide an outline of the proof. The complete proof is in Appendix B.
We first identify two stable predicates to assist our proofs (Lemmas 14-18). The predicates are: for each correct process i, (1) if i is thinking, then i is outside the doorway, and (2) if i is eating, then i is inside the doorway and it holds all forks shared between itself and all of its neighbors.
The Well-formedness property and Finite Exiting property directly follows from the pseudocode (Lemmas 19 and 21). Also, from the pseudocode, we immediately observe that mutex well-formedness is preserved from the user's perspective (Lemma 20). This implies that the mutual exclusion modules used in our algorithm are correct (we can utilize the safety and progress properties of the mutual exclusion modules for our proofs).
The Exclusion property (Lemma 22) is shown using the second stable predicate (explained above) and the safety property of mutual exclusion modules: there is an infinite suffix of any arbitrary execution of the algorithm in which, (1) a unique fork is shared between each process (since forks are modeled as mutual exclusion modules) and (2) if a correct process i eats, then i holds all forks shared between itself and all of its neighbors.
The FL-1 Liveness property (Lemma 26) is shown in two steps. In the first step, we show that each correct hungry process that is at least two hops away from any crashed process and is inside the doorway eventually eats. Specifically, we first prove that if there exists a correct hungry process i that is at least two hops away from any crashed process and is inside the doorway but never eats, then i must have a correct hungry neighboring process j such that j is at least two hops away from any crashed process, is inside the doorway, and i < j (Lemma 23); here, the property of the ?3P 1 is used to show the existence of such process j. Then, we derive a contradiction using the total ordering of node ids (Lemma 24). The proofs utilize the first stable predicate (explained above), and the safety/progress property of both modules Doorway (·) and F ork {·} .
In the second step (Lemma 25), we show that each correct hungry process i that is at least two hops away from any crashed process and is outside the doorway eventually enters the doorway. The proof utilizes the progress property of modules Doorway (i,j) for each j ∈ N i .
Conclusion and Future Work
We presented two solutions for stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining considering shared-memory systems with regular registers. We used the ?3P 1 failure detector to obtain our results. However, we did not specify any ?3P 1 implementation. For future work, it will be interesting to seek an implementation of ?3P 1 on partially synchronous shared-memory systems using regular registers. In fact, finding an implementation of 3P 1 will suffice since 3P 1 implies ?3P 1 .
Our algorithms guarantee that each correct hungry process i that is at least two hops away from any crashed process eventually eats. This property still allows a hungry neighbor of i to overtake i unboundedly many times in accessing the shared resource. An interesting future work would be to design a stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining algorithm that satisfies bounded waiting: the algorithm should guarantee that if a correct process i only has correct neighbors, then eventually, for any interval in which i is continuously hungry, no neighbor of i eats more than a bounded number of times.
A Proof of Section 4
We first define the set of "diner safe" states for each process in the system. We use this definition to define the set of "diner safe" states for the system. Then we prove that the predicates that define the diner safe states are stable predicates (predicates that eventually becomes true and remains true thereafter in any execution).
Process i is said to be in a diner safe state if (1) badSuf f ix(C i ) is F , (2) if i is eating, then every MX instance at i is in its critical section, and (3) if i is thinking, then every MX instance at i is either in its remainder section or is exiting.
) is true. The system is said to be in a diner safe state if and only if every live process (a process that has not yet crashed) whose neighbors are also live is in a diner-safe state.
For the remainder of the proof, we fix σ to be an arbitrary execution of Algorithm 1 and adopt the following notation: If s denotes a state of the system and f un is some function on the state of the system, then s.f un denotes the value of f un in state s. For example, s.badSuf f ix(C i ) denotes the value of badSuf f ix(C i ) in state s.
In the next three lemmas, we show that if the system is in a diner safe state, then the system remains in a diner safe state forever thereafter. The proofs of the above three lemmas are straightforward. They consider each possible successor s of s by considering each enabled action. By case analysis for each such action, we confirm that the lemmas are true. Lemma 4. If the system eventually reaches a diner safe state s, then the suffix of the execution following s contains only diner safe states.
Next, we show that, from any arbitrary state, the system eventually reaches a diner safe state.
For any given pair of states s and s in σ, if s occurs after s, then s is said to be a descendant of s.
Lemma 5. For each correct diner i whose neighbors are all correct, if, for some state s, s.badSuf f ix(C i ) is T , then there exists a descendant s of s such that s .badSuf f ix(C i ) is F .
Proof sketch. For contradiction assume that there exists some correct diner i such that s.badSuf f ix(C i ) is T for some state s, and for every descendant s of s, s .badSuf f ix(C i ) is T . Note that for any such correct diner i, Action D.1 is enabled at i in state s and remains enabled until executed. However, upon executing Action D.1, i is not in the critical section of any mutual exclusion modules and may be trying in zero or more mutual exclusion modules. Furthermore, in some descendant s of s, if i enters the critical section of any of the mutual exclusion modules in which i is trying in state s, then Action D.1 is again enabled and remains enabled until executed. Therefore, there exists a descendantŝ of s, such that inŝ and all its descendants, i is not in the critical section of any mutex state and i is trying in at least one mutex state. Let x be the largest index such that some correct diner j is trying in mutual exclusion module M x for an infinite suffix of σ.
Claim: If diner j is trying for an infinite suffix of σ in some mutual exclusion module M x , then some other correct diner j is in the critical section of M x for an infinite suffix of σ.
Applying the above Claim, we know that some diner j is in the critical section of M x for an infinite suffix of σ. From the pseudocode, we know that it implies that j is trying for an infinite suffix of σ in some other mutual exclusion module M x , where x > x. However, it contradicts our assumption that x is the largest index such that some correct diner is trying in M x for an infinite suffix of σ.
In other words, no such x exists, and consequently no such j exists. That is, no correct diner is trying in any mutual exclusion module for an infinite suffix of σ. This contradicts our assumption about diner i. Proof sketch. If i becomes hungry, then the lemma is satisfied. Otherwise, note that Action D.1 at i is enabled in state s and remains enabled until executed.
Upon executing Action D.1 at i, we see that for each R x in C i , Action D.1 sets M x .mutex i to either remainder or exiting.
Lemma 8. The system reaches a diner safe state and remains in a diner safe state thereafter.
The proof follows from Lemmas 5, 6, and 7.
To complete the correctness proof, we have to demonstrate that σ satisfies the following properties. First, we have to establish that eventually forever, for each process i and every mutual exclusion module in which i participates, i preserves mutex well-formedness; that is, in an infinite suffix of σ, X.mutex i is set to "trying" only if its current value is "remainder", and X.mutex i is set to "exiting" only if its current value is "critical". Second, we have to establish the four correctness conditions for σ described in Section 3: (1) Well-formedness, (2) Finite Exiting, (3) Exclusion, and (4) FL-1 Liveness. Lemma 9. There exists a suffix σ of σ such that in σ all processes i that participate in X "preserve mutex well-formedness".
The proof follows from the pseudocode code in Algorithm 1; note the guard for setting X.mutex i to "trying" ensures that X.mutex i is currently set of "remainder", and the guard for setting X.mutex i to "exiting" ensures that X.mutex i is currently set to "critical". The proof follows from the pseudocode code in Algorithm 1; note the guard for setting diningState i to "eating" ensures that diningState i is currently set of "hungry", and the guard for setting diningState i to "thinking" ensures that diningState i is currently set to "exiting". Lemma 11. σ satisfies Finite Exiting.
Proof. Fix any correct process i. Let s be a state in σ such that s.diningState i is "exiting". From the pseudocode, we know that Action D.1 is enabled at i in state s, and Action D.1 is the only action that changes diningState i from "exiting" to a different value. Furthermore, note that Action D.1 remains enabled while diningState i is "exiting". Therefore, Action D.1 remains enabled until executed, and hence, is eventually executed. Upon execution Action D.1, diningState i is set to "thinking". In other words, diningState i is not forever "exiting" in any suffix of σ. Proof. Lemmas 4 and 8 ensure that there exists a suffix of σ in which every state is a diner safe state. Applying Lemma 9, we know that each process preserves mutex well-formedness, and therefore, by assumption, we know that there exists a suffix of σ in which the properties of each mutual exclusion module holds. Let σ be such a suffix of σ. In addition, since correct processes do not eat forever by assumption, there exists a suffix σ of σ such that for every state s in σ and every correct process i, if s.diningState i is "eating", then there exists a state s that occurred before s in σ and s .diningState i is "thinking". Intuitively, every eating section in σ started after the system reached state s .
Let s be an arbitrary state in σ , and let i and j be correct neighbors such that s.diningState i is "eating". By definition, i and j participate in some mutual exclusion module; that is, there exists a clique R y such that R y ∈ C i ∩ C j . Since s is a diner safe state, we know that s.csP ref ix(C i ) = C i . Specifically, we know that s.M y .mutex i = critical.
However, since the properties of mutual exclusion hold in s, we know that if s.M y .mutex i = critical, then s.M y .mutex j cannot be critical. In other words, s.csP ref ix(C j ) = C j . Therefore, s.diningState j is not "eating"; thus, diningState i and diningState j are not both equal to "eating". Lemma 13. σ satisfies FL-1 Liveness.
Proof. Let N i denote the neighbor set of diner i. For contradiction, assume that there exists a diner i such that each diner j ∈ N i is correct and diningState i = hungry in an infinite suffix of σ. Note that since every diner j ∈ N i is correct, it follows that in an infinite suffix of σ, ?3P 1 i = F . Fix an infinite suffix σ of σ such that dining i = hungry and ?3P 1 i = F in the suffix σ . From Algorithm 1, we know that if diningState i = hungry and ?3P 1 i = F in σ , then for some R x ∈ C i , M x .mutex i = trying in all states of σ (otherwise, eventually csP ref ix(S i ) = S i , and diner i eventually eats).
Note that every other diner j ∈ Π x is also a neighbor of i, and therefore j is correct. Since M x is a mutual exclusion module and all the participants of M x are correct, we know that M x .mutex i = trying in σ if and only if, for some other process j ∈ Π x , M x .mutex j = critical in σ .
Claim. For any mutual exclusion module M x and any process j ∈ Π x , if M x .mutex j = critical in an infinite suffix of σ, then ?3P 1 j = F for an infinite suffix of σ.
Proof. Note that by the property of the failure detector ?3P 1 , we know that one of the following is true: ?3P 1 j = T in an infinite suffix of σ, or ?3P 1 j = F for an infinite suffix of σ.
For contradiction assume that there exists a mutual exclusion module M x and a process j ∈ Π x such that M x .mutex j = critical in an infinite suffix of σ and ?3P 1 j = T for an infinite suffix of σ. By dining well-formedness, we know that j is not eating in an infinite suffix of σ, and from the pseudocode in Algorithm 1, we know that when j exits eating, it sets M x .mutex j to exiting. Therefore, if M x .mutex j = critical in an infinite suffix of σ, then diningState j = hungry in an infinite suffix of σ.
Since ?3P 1 j = T and diningState j = hungry for an infinite suffix of σ, from the pseudocode in Algorithm 1, we know that Action D.1 is enabled at j in an infinite suffix of σ, and when Action D.1 is executed at j, it sets M x .mutex j to exiting. This contradicts the assumption that M x .mutex j = critical and ?3P 1 j = T for an infinite suffix of σ.
We define a predicate inf initeCS : R → B as follows: inf initeCS(R y ) = T if and only if there exists some process j ∈ Π y such that M y .mutex j = critical in some infinite suffix of σ.
Let R z be a clique such that inf initeCS(R z ) = T , and for all z > z, inf initeCS(R z ) = F . Let a be the process in Π z such that M z .mutex a = critical in an infinite suffix of σ. From the claim above, we know that ?3P 1 a = F for an infinite suffix of σ. Therefore diningState a = hungry for an infinite suffix of σ and all neighbors of a are correct.
Furthermore, there must exist some clique Rẑ ∈ C a such thatẑ > z and Mẑ.mutex a = trying in an infinite suffix of σ for the following reason. Otherwise, eventually csP ref ix(C a ) = C a ; when csP ref ix(C a ) = C a diner a eventually eats, and since eating is assumed to be for finite duration, a eventually exits. From Action D.1 in Algorithm 1 we know that after a exits eating (that is, diningState a = exiting), M z .mutex a is set to exiting; this contradicts our earlier conclusion that M z .mutex a = critical in an infinite suffix of σ.
However, if Mẑ.mutex a = trying in an infinite suffix of σ, and we have already established that ?3P 1 a = F in an infinite suffix of σ, then (1) all the neighbors of a, including diners in Πẑ are correct and (2) for some neighbor a of a, where a ∈ Πẑ, diner a is in the critical section of Mẑ in an infinite suffix of σ.
That is, Mẑ.mutex a = critical in an infinite suffix of σ. Therefore, for somê z > z, inf initeCS(Rẑ) = T . This contradicts our earlier conclusion that for all z > z, inf initeCS(R z ) = F . Therefore, no such diner i exists, and σ satisfies FL-1 Liveness. Theorem 1. Algorithm 1 implements stabilizing failure-locality-1 dining.
Proof. Follows from Lemmas 9, 10, 11, 12, and 13.
B Proof of Section 5
We first define the set of "diner safe" states for each process in the system, and then we prove that the predicates that define the diner safe states are stable predicates (predicates that eventually become true and remain true thereafter).
Process i is said to be in a diner safe state if ((diningState i = thinking) → ¬indoors i )∧((diningState i = eating) → (indoors i ∧(∀j ∈ N i : F ork {i,j} .mutex i = critical))) is true. The system is said to be in a diner safe state if and only if every live process is in a diner safe state.
Fix σ to be an arbitrary execution of Algorithm 2 and let s be an arbitrary state in σ. We first show that, for each correct process i, predicate ((diningState i = thinking) → ¬indoors i )∧((diningState i = eating) → (indoors i ∧(∀j ∈ N i : F ork {i,j} .mutex i = critical))) is a stable predicate in σ.
Lemma 14.
For any process i, if (diningState i = thinking) → ¬indoors i is true in state s, then it remains true for each state s after s.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the fact that (1) diningState i is set to thinking, only when variable indoors i is set to F by Action D.2, and (2) variable indoors i is set to T only when diningState i is hungry (Action D.4).
Lemma 15. For any process i, if (diningState i = eating) → (indoors i ∧ (∀j ∈ N i : F ork {i,j} .mutex i = critical)) is true in state s, then it remains true for each state s after s.
Proof. The proof is straightforward from the fact that (1) the precondition to set diningState i to eating is indoors i = T and for all j ∈ N i , F ork {i,j} .mutex i = critical by Action D.6, (2) variable indoors i is set to F only when p is not eating (Actions D.2 and D.7), and (3) for any j ∈ N i , variable F ork {i,j} .mutex i is set to exiting or trying only when i is not eating or indoors i is F (Actions D.1, D.2 and D.4).
Lemma 16. For each correct process i, if the system is in a state s where (diningState i = thinking) → ¬indoors i is false, then there exists a state s after s such that (diningState i = thinking) → ¬indoors i is true in s .
Proof. The lemma immediately holds if process i becomes hungry, critical, or exiting. Thus, we only need to consider the case when i is thinking in all states after s. In this case, Action D.2 is enabled in s and remains enabled until executed. Thus, Action D.2 is eventually executed at i and upon being executed, variable indoors i is set to F .
Lemma 17. For each correct process i, if the system is in a state s where (diningState i = eating) → (indoors i ∧ (∀j ∈ N i : F ork {i,j} .mutex i = critical)) is false, then there exists a state s after s such that (diningState i = eating) → (indoors i ∧ (∀j ∈ N i : F ork {i,j} .mutex i = critical)) is true in s .
Proof. Since each correct process does not eat forever in σ, there exists a state s after s in which diningState i is not eating. Hence, in state s , (diningState p = eating) → (indoors p ∧ (∀q ∈ N p : F ork {p,q} .mutex p = critical)) is true.
From Lemmas 14, 15, 16 , and 17, we directly get: Lemma 18. The system reaches a diner safe state and remains in a diner safe state thereafter. Now, we prove the four correctness conditions described in Section 3. We start by showing the Well-formedness condition.
Lemma 19. There exists a suffix of σ in which Well-formedness is satisfied.
Proof. By the definition of execution and by Lemma 18, there exists an infinite suffix σ of σ that (1) begins in a diner safe state and remains in a diner safe state forever, and (2) dining well-formedness is preserved from the user's perspective. Considering suffix σ , the proof is straightforward from the fact that, for each process i, (1) diningState i is set to eating only if the current value of diningState i is hungry (Action D.6), and (2) diningState i is set to thinking only if the current value of diningState i is either exiting or thinking (Action D.2).
To ensure that each mutual exclusion module X eventually satisfies the safety and progress condition mentioned in Section 3, we show that X eventually preserves mutex well-formedness:
Lemma 20. For each correct process i, there exists a suffix of σ in which each mutual exclusion module that i participates in preserves mutex well-formedness.
Proof. By the definition of execution and by Lemma 18, there exists an infinite suffix σ of σ that (1) begins in a diner safe state and remains in a diner safe state forever, and (2) mutex well-formedness is preserved from the implementor's perspective. For the proof, we only consider suffix σ of σ.
For each j ∈ N i , there are three mutual exclusion modules that i participates in: Doorway (i,j) , Doorway (j,i) , and F ork {i,j} . It is straightforward by Actions D.2, D.4, and D.5 that both Doorway (i,j) and Doorway (j,i) preserve mutex wellformedness from the user's perspective. We can also directly see from Actions D.1, D.2, D.4, and D.5 that F ork {i,j} preserves mutex well-formedness from the user's perspective.
By Lemmas 18, 19 , and 20, there exists an infinite suffix σ of σ that (1) begins in a diner safe state and remains in a diner safe state forever, (2) dining wellformedness is preserved from both the user's and implementor's perspective, and (3) each mutual exclusion module preserves mutex well-formedness from both the user's and implementor's perspective. In addition, by Lemma 20, there exists a suffix σ of σ in which each mutual exclusion module satisfies the safety and progress conditions described in Section 3. For the remaining proofs, we only consider suffix σ of σ.
Since Action D.2 enforces each process i that satisfies diningState i = exiting to change its dining state to thinking, we immediately get the following lemma: Proof. Since each correct process does not eat forever in σ , there exists a suffix σ 1 of σ in which every correct process that eats starts eating in σ 1 .
Suppose, in contradiction, that in some state of σ 1 , there exist two correct neighboring processes i and j that eat concurrently. First note that, in σ 1 , processes can only start to eat by executing Action D.6. By Lemma 15, as long as i (resp. j) is eating, variable F ork {i,j} .mutex i (resp. F ork {i,j} .mutex j ) remains as critical. This implies that both F ork {i,j} .mutex i and F ork {i,j} .mutex j are set to critical while i and j are eating concurrently which contradicts the safety condition of mutual exclusion modules.
We prove FL-1 Liveness in two parts: First we show that, for each process i that is correct and does not have any crashed neighbors, if i is hungry and inside the doorway (indoors i = T ), then i eventually eats. Then, we show that, for each process i that is correct and does not have any crashed neighbors, if i is hungry and outside the doorway (indoors i = F ), then i eventually enters the doorway (indoors i = T ). Lemma 23. Suppose some process i is correct and does not have any crashed neighbors in σ . Also, suppose i is hungry and inside the doorway (indoors i = T ) but never eats in σ . Then, there exists a process j ∈ N i such that in an infinite suffix of σ , j satisfies (a) diningState j = hungry, (b) indoors j = T (c) j does not have any crashed neighbors, (d) i < j, and (e) F ork {i,j} .mutex j = critical.
Proof. Since all nodes in N i are correct, there exists an infinite suffix σ 1 of σ in which ?3P 1 i is false. For this proof, we only consider suffix σ 1 . Note that since i never eats, Action D.5 is always enabled and all other actions, except D.1 and D.7, are always disabled at i in σ 1 . Also, note that since Action D.5 is always enabled at i in σ 1 , for all r ∈ N i , if i is not yet in the critical section with respect to module F ork {i,r} , then process p always tries to enter the critical section with respect to module F ork {i,r} by setting F ork {i,r} .mutex i to trying.
Claim. No process in N i eats infinitely often in σ 1 .
Proof. Suppose, in contradiction, there exists a process r ∈ N i that eats infinitely often in σ 1 . Since Lemma 19 enforces r to execute Action D.2 infinitely often (in order to transit from diningState r = eating to diningState r = thinking, Action D.2 must be executed), r cannot satisfy Doorway (r,i) .mutex r = critical in an infinite suffix of σ 1 . Thus, by the progress condition of mutual exclusion modules, i satisfies Doorway (r,i) .mutex i = critical in an infinite suffix of σ 1 . This means that, at r, the condition on line 31 of Action D.4 will eventually and forever evaluate to false which in turn prevents r from enabling Action D.6 since variable indoors r cannot be set to T after setting it to F through Action D.2. A contradiction.
The above claim implies that every process in N i is stuck in some dining state. Since no correct process eats forever, processes in N i cannot be eating eventually forever in σ 1 . Also, by Lemma 21, each process r ∈ N i cannot satisfy diningState r = exiting in an infinite suffix of σ 1 . Thus, every process in N i must be thinking or hungry in an infinite suffix of σ 1 . Suppose every process in N i is either thinking, or hungry and outside the doorway eventually forever in σ 1 . In this case, at i, Action D.6 will be enabled until it is executed since for any r ∈ N i (1) diningState r = thinking implies that indoors r = F by Lemma 14, (2) if indoors r = F holds eventually forever, then process r eventually and forever writes F to register Req (r,i) by Action D.3, (3) process p eventually sets localReq (r,i) i to F by Action D.1 which in turn evaluates the condition on line 12 of Action D.1 to false eventually forever, (4) if diningState r = hungry and indoors r = F holds eventually forever, then Action D.4 ensures that process r exits its critical section with respect to module F ork {i,r} , and (5) process r will eventually never set F ork {i,r} .mutex r to trying because Action D.5 is disabled eventually forever at r. However, this directly contradicts the assumption that i never eats in σ 1 .
Thus, there exists a process r ∈ N i that is eventually hungry forever in σ 1 , however, r could be either inside the doorway eventually forever in σ 1 , or entering and exiting the doorway infinitely often in σ 1 . By the code, the only case that r can exit the doorway without changing its dining state is when ?3P 1 r becomes true. Since ?3P 1 r is guaranteed to eventually stabilize, r cannot enter and exit the doorway infinitely often in σ 1 . In addition, if each process r ∈ N i that is eventually hungry in σ 1 has a crashed neighbor, then ?3P 1 r ensures that Action D.7 is enabled and the condition on line 30 of Action D.4 evaluates to false eventually forever. In this case, each process r becomes hungry and outside the doorway eventually forever in σ 1 which again implies that, at i, Action D.6 will be enabled until it is executed. Thus, there must exist a process in N i that is hungry and inside the doorway in an infinite suffix of σ 1 and does not have any crashed neighbors. Now we show that among the processes in N i that are hungry and inside the doorway in an infinite suffix of σ 1 and do not have any crashed neighbors, there exists a process that has a greater id than i. Suppose, in contradiction, that for each process r ∈ N p that is hungry and inside the doorway in an infinite suffix of σ and does not have any crashed neighbors, we have r < i. In this case, if F ork {i,r} .mutex i is not yet critical, then the execution of Action D.5 at i ensures that eventually and forever, T is written to register Req (i,r) . Since Action D.1 is always enabled at r, r reads T from Req (i,r) in an infinite suffix of σ 1 . This implies that, at r, the condition on line 12 of Action D.1 evaluates to true eventually and forever which in turn tells us that whenever F ork {i,r} .mutex r = critical holds at r, then F ork {i,r} .mutex r will eventually be set to exiting. On the other hand, at i, the condition on line 12 of Action D.1 will evaluate to false in an infinite suffix of σ 1 which implies that if i ever satisfies F ork {i,r} .mutex i = critical in σ 1 , then for an infinite suffix of σ 1 , i satisfies F ork {i,r} .mutex i = critical. Since process i continuously tries to enter the critical section with respect to module F ork {i,r} (line 43 of Action D.5) and by the progress condition of module F ork {i,r} , variable F ork {i,r} .mutex i is eventually and forever set to critical in σ 1 . This causes Action D.6 to be enabled in infinite suffix of σ 1 which contradicts the assumption that i does not eat in σ 1 .
Finally, we show that for each process r ∈ N i that is hungry and inside the doorway in an infinite suffix of σ 1 , does not have any crashed neighbors, and has a greater id than i, process r eventually and forever satisfies F ork {i,r} .mutex r = critical. Since both i and r are eventually and forever hungry and inside the doorway, Actions D.1 and D.5 are always enabled at both i and r in an infinite suffix of σ 1 . In this case, both i and r eventually and forever reads T from Req (r,i) and Req (i,r) , respectively. Thus, the condition on line 12 of Action D.1 ensures that in an infinite suffix of σ 1 , F ork {i,r} .mutex i is eventually set to exiting whenever F ork {i,r} .mutex i = critical holds and the progress condition of module F ork {i,r} guarantees that r eventually sets F ork {i,r} .mutex r to critical. After setting F ork {i,r} .mutex r to critical, process r cannot set F ork {i,r} .mutex r to exiting since the condition on line 12 of Action D.1 evaluates to false (r > i). Therefore, the lemma holds.
Lemma 24. Consider each process i that is correct and does not have any crashed neighbors in σ . If i is hungry and inside the doorway (indoors i = T ), then i eventually eats in σ .
Proof. Suppose, in contradiction, that there exists a non-empty set U of processes that are correct and do not have any crashed neighbors such that for all processes u ∈ U , u is hungry and inside the doorway but never eats in an infinite suffix of σ . Using U , we construct the directed "waits-for" graph W = (U, E W ) where vertices are processes in U and (u, q) is in E W if and only if u < q and F ork {u,q} .mutex q = critical holds in an infinite suffix of σ . By Lemma 23, each vertex in W has at least one outgoing edge, and thus there is a cycle in W (basic fact from graph theory). This contradicts the total ordering of node ids.
Lemma 25. Consider each process i that is correct and does not have any crashed neighbors in σ . If i is hungry and outside the doorway (indoors i = F ), then i eventually enters the doorway (indoors i = T ) in σ .
Proof. Since all nodes in N i are correct, there exists an infinite suffix σ 1 of σ in which ?3P 1 i is false. For this proof, we only consider suffix σ 1 . Suppose, in contradiction, that i never enters the doorway. By Action D.4, we notice that i enters the doorway when Doorway (i,j) .mutex i = critical for all j ∈ N i . Also note that, for any j ∈ N i , the only case that i exits the critical section with respect to module Doorway (i,j) is when Doorway (i,r) .mutex i = critical for all r ∈ N i (Action D.4). Thus, there must exist a process r ∈ N i that satisfies Doorway (i,r ) .mutex r = critical in an infinite suffix of σ 1 because otherwise the progress condition of module Doorway (i,r ) ensures that Doorway (i,r ) .mutex i to be set to critical in an infinite suffix of σ 1 . This implies that both Actions D.2 and D.4 are executed only finitely many times at r in σ 1 . In this case, r must satisfy either diningState r = thinking, or diningState r = hungry and indoors r = F in an infinite suffix of σ 1 because otherwise Lemma 24 and the fact that no process eats forever in σ 1 ensures that Action D.2 is executed infinitely often. However, if r satisfies diningState r = thinking in an infinite suffix of σ 1 , then Action D.2 is executed infinitely often in σ 1 . Also, if r satisfies diningState r = hungry and indoors r = F in an infinite suffix of σ 1 , then Action D.4 is executed infinitely often in σ 1 . A contradiction.
From Lemmas 24 and 25, we directly get FL-1 Liveness: Lemma 26. σ satisfies FL-1 Liveness.
We showed that any execution satisfies Well-formedness, Finite Exiting, Exclusion, and FL-1 Liveness through Lemmas 19, 21, 22, and 26, respectively. Therefore, we obtain the following theorem:
